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How do innovations come about? through listening. the motivation and 
the background to new technological developments are always the same: the 
machine user, his markets and everyday practical operation. 

Close cooperation with the customer is a source of inspiration and motivation. 
Brilliant ideas arise by means of reciprocal exchange, from quick and cost-saving 
change of blades or sealing tools right through to Industry 4.0. 

But just like any other buzzword, “Industry 4.0” also runs the risk of overuse if 
applied at every opportunity. Nevertheless, this term describes an absolutely essential 
development as after all, Industry 4.0 only exists because it benefits the user.  

As a machine engineering company, should one now jump onto the bandwagon 
and offer such innovations at the earliest opportunity? This path is followed in a 
number of different branches of industry. optima however, approaches this theme in a 
totally different way. We carry on listening! Technicians, marketing experts, managing 
executives, machine operators all provide the input which is decisive in the creation of 
new ideas, machines, services or even markets and trends. 

the label is not so important. it’s the solution that counts

About five years ago there was an article in o-com about an optima machine 
installation for the production of personalized perfumes (contents, flacons and 
closures, labels on primary and secondary packaging), even before there was any 
mention of “Industry 4.0”. Today this machine line is excellently subsumed under 
Industry 4.0. This, by the way, also includes the latest follow-up version on which a 
personalized perfume was produced for the German Chancellor Angela Merkel at the 
“Hannover Messe” trade fair this year. 

optima had listened, and went on to develop a suitable solution for the customer 
that overcame all complications. At the same time the development of Industry 
4.0 continued steadily in a number of different directions. optima developed new 
solutions such as the digital service tools which meanwhile set industry standards 
and which are once again excellently compatible with the term Industry 4.0, a 
development in fact also quite clearly based on customer requirements.

Further new technologies, machine types and diverse packaging systems such as 
the InlineCan are equally radically new and different. They have the potential to put all 
previous packaging concepts to the test, even without demanding a specific “label”. 
Nevertheless it is worthwhile to intensively come to grips with this new packaging 
concept. And why? Because this too is absolutely in line with specific customer 
requirements.  

marketing efficiencies
Inline Can - The Carton Can  
at Your Service
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news

As well as its support for social projects 
optima is also involved in sport spon-
soring. This includes for example the 
mountain bikers of the MHW Cube Team, 
a cycling team now in existence for 13 
years. Sixteen athletes in the age groups 
U15 to U23 are engaged in the racing 
world of the olympic cross-country dis-
cipline, often worldwide: during the first 
weekend in August, two of the bikers, 
Sven Strähle and Philipp Bertsch, took 
part in the fourth round of the Mountain 
Bike U23 World Cup 2015 in Mont Sainte 
Anne, Canada, where the best moun-
tain bikers from all over the world met 
up near Quebec. They achieved places 
32 (Strähle) and 33 (Bertsch) almost at 
the same time. “We could have done 
better”, was the first statement of these 
two exhausted athletes after the finish. 
Both of them aim to be amongst the top 

25 in overseas world cup contests. The se-
cond chance came during the following 
weekend at the World Cup in Windham, 
USA. Here the conditions were extremely 
dusty and caused Sven Strähle some 
breathing problems. At the end he was 
happy that he had managed to complete 
the race. Philipp Bertsch did better and 
he achieved his target exactly in 25th 
place.

If there is one sport in which everything 
revolves around “a pigskin” then this is, of 
course, American Football. Schwäbisch 
Hall is home to one of the best teams in 
Germany, the Unicorns. In 2011 and 2012 
they won the German Championship. In 
the Eurobowl 2012 and 2013 the team 
reached the quarter finals. At the end 
of August the team became the South 
German Champions. Since July, optima 

is one of the football jersey sponsors 
for the Schwäbisch Hall federal league 
players. The contract runs until 2017. 
The company in fact also has other more 
indirect contacts with football. Firstly 
there is the optima location in Green 
Bay, Wisconsin, home of one of the best 
professional teams in the USA, the Green 
Bay Packers. A site of optima Pharma is 
close to Marburg in Hessen, the home 
town of Schwäbisch Hall league rivals, 
the Marburg Mercenaries.

In addition, optima now makes its ap-
pearance in the name of a newly ope-
ned stadium in Schwäbisch Hall which 
hosts both soccer and American football 
games.  

Consistently good sales made the 
decision easy for optima Nonwovens to 
tackle an extension to the production hall 
in autumn 2014. Not only a new building 
but also facilities such as lighting, fire 
protection, air-conditioning and the 
latest standards for assembly work were 
addressed. According to Hans Bühler 
(managing partner) at the inauguration in 
June '15: “This is not simply an extension 
but also a completely new building 

project“. After all, the assembly area was 
increased by around 25 %. The other 
parts of the assembly hall benefit from 
a large expanse of new glazing on the 
renovated side of the building, enabling 
a flood of natural light throughout the 
whole of the hall. Renovation work on 
the offices is also still underway. More 
than 3 million Euros have been invested 
by the company at its headquarters. 
This is the start of a new program of 

investment to enable the continuing 
growth of the business. The shed hall 
built originally in 1959 is showing its age 
and over the next few years will make 
way for a new building. An administration 
building is to be erected for Central 
Services. Potential sites in Schwäbisch 
Hall are currently being investigated. 
Further construction measures are 
planned for materials management and 
parts manufacturing departments.  

cobots Collaborating 
industrial robots are complex machines 
that work hand-in-hand with people. 
Robots support and alleviate human 
effort by means of a joint work 
procedure. In some work areas where 
collaborating robots are put to use, 
protective measures used to separate

man and machine in their respective 
work procedures are no longer required. 
Instead, other technical means of 
protection must be implemented. These 
must continuously detect and eliminate 
possible risk of collision within the 
framework of robot control.

source: Based on information of the IFA 
(Institute for Protection at the Workplace, 
German Statutory Accident Insurance)  

SPoRT SPoNSoRING 
 

mountain Biking, Football and a stadium

INvESTMENTS

dEFINITIoN: 

Plant expansion for nonwovens

RoBoTICS WoRkING GRoUPS

Three years ago the packaging machine 
engineering company optima in 
Schwäbisch Hall called into being the 
first Robotics Working Group. Children 
between the ages of eleven and fifteen 
are shown possibilities in the technical 
professions in a fun way with the aid of 
lego. The set is called “lego Mindstorm” 
and is used by a two-person team to 
build a robot. The special feature is that 
the lego bricks are supplemented by 
motors and software. 
Courses have been set up in cooperation 
with schools in the region. optima 
provides personnel and materials such 
as lego building sets and laptops as well 
as training sessions for teachers. Thomas 

kuhn, Principal of the leonhard-kern-
Realschule in Schwäbisch Hall: “This is a 
huge support for us as a school and for 
very many of our pupils. The children see 
new perspectives in a playful way and 
at the same time learn a great deal for 
life. They flourish here in a completely 
different way”. 

optima would like to draw the attention 
of children to technical professions 
at an early age to and show them the 
diverse perspectives and possibilities for 
development. In the meantime, Robotics 
Working Groups are supported in three 
schools in the region.  

career orientation  
with Fun
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of course this moment had been 
meticulously planned over several 
months. Three companies had been 
working together closely to plan this 
particular moment with this machine: 
Siemens, Festo and optima. The 
technicians who had developed a 
machine solution for batch size = 1, 
and so to speak, the new Industry 4.0 
standard together with the marketing 
departments who were to bring this 
innovation to the public eye. Both with 
great success. 

But the suspense remained right 
up to the end: Would the Chancellor be 
able to carry out her schedule? Would 
her tour of the trade fair actually take 
place? How much time would she have? 
And then at the Siemens stand there 
was a charming and amusing scene, 
spontaneous and virtually without a 

script: A suggestion made jokingly by 
Siemens CEo Joe kaeser caused smiles 
all round: The German Chancellor would 
be able to present the new American 
presidential candidate Hillary Clinton 
at their next meeting with a perfume 
“Hillary’s dream”. “let’s make it Angela’s 
dream first” responded the Chancellor, 
causing even more amusement at the 
digitalization Forum where the Moduline 
was on display. 

Ready for series production
The oPTIMA Moduline was fitted as a 

pilot line with the Multi-Carrier-System. In 
this system, developed jointly by Siemens 
and Festo, linear motor driven transport 
carriages move flexibly to the individual 
process stages such as filling, closing and 

labelling. They can be channeled into 
or out of the system, enabling a simple 
conversion such that the machine can 
be quickly adapted to different formats 
or products or according to seasonal 
requirements.

A module for Co2 laser engraving is 
integrated in the Moduline. visitors to the 
Hannover Messe and recently also at the 
FachPack, could transmit their “order” via 
tablet PC and special app to the optima 
machine and design their personal labels. 
Further functions are possible in order 
to make individualized, marketable 
products. 

Still on the theme of perfume: In the 
past optima has already built a machine 
which undertakes the complete handling 
of personalized perfumes including their 
folding boxes. This includes the selection 

SUCCESSFUl PREMIERE 
 

moduline in  
tHe sPotligHt 

of a flacon, an individually designed label, 
personally coordinated compositions 
of basis, heart and head notes with the 
appropriate dosage amounts and special 
closure caps for sprays – all according 
to the specific order. The machine even 
provides folding boxes in personal 
design. The line, which is also based on 
an oPTIMA Moduline, produces 1,800 
individual packs per hour – and each one 
different.

More Industry 4.0  
at Optima

Industry 4.0 comprises the intelligent 
digital linkage of various procedures. 
In the opinion of many experts it is 
“more evolution than revolution” and 

today the potential applications are still 
unforeseeable. The development is racing 
forward in many branches and fields. 

In the packaging machine industry, 
for example in services: Machines with 
intelligent sensor systems automatically 
recognize the point in time at which 
there is a need for servicing, report the 
services required and release material 
orders. With “TCAM”, optima Nonwovens 
division provides new service modules 
that use these technological potentials: 
TCAM Condition Monitoring, i.e. 
condition-oriented maintenance, has 
become reality. In particular in the case of 
high-performance machines which are in 
operation around the clock for 365 days 
a year and, for example, processing 1,600 
diapers per minute, the operators benefit 
enormously from automated diagnostics. 
(own report in this o-com on page 12).

Another facet of Industry 4.0 is 
virtual and Augmented Reality which is 
used by the optima Pharma division in 
engineering right from the beginning 
of the added value chain. In the design 
phase these technologies lead to 
in-depth insights: In pharmaceutical 
machine engineering, flow procedures 
can be optimized in order to fullfill the 
highest hygienic requirements, even 
before the machine is built. Exchange of 
substances, vibration analyses and more 
can also be represented in virtual reality.  


It is the media star amongst Optima packaging machines: It was a great 
moment at the Hannover Messe 2015 when the OPTIMA Moduline made 
the acquaintance of the German Chancellor Merkel (or was it the other 
way round?). Numerous journalists from all over the world gathered 
around the Siemens Stand with the focus on the Moduline which at the 
touch of a button, produced a personalized perfume for the Chancellor. 

Machine Solution for Batch Size = 1

markets and trends markets and trends

Hannover Trade Fair 2015: In just a few moments, Chancellor Angela Merkel receives  
her personalized perfume from Siemens executive, Joe Kaeser.
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Up to 1,600 products/min are 
processed with the new oPTIMA lS high 
speed stacker. The previous bottleneck of 
750 products in the stacker infeed is now 
history, and the increase in performance 
immediately convinced the manufacturer 
of nonwovens products. Although 
development of the lS high speed 
stacker was focused in the first instance 
on large nonwovens products in adult 
care and mattress-protection underlays, 
the advantages of the new system pay 
off equally 
well for baby 
diapers. 

“The previous packaging system 
from optima was in use for many years 

and was very much acclaimed in the 
company“, according to Claus Ullrich, 
Technical director at Intigena, Eichenzell. 
“This was also a factor which considerably 
influenced our decision in favor of 
the new optima line.” 

The new combination of 
production and packaging 
line is currently operated 
at 1,000 diapers/min. The 
production section affects 

the total 
output rate 
and so there is a 
large buffer in the 

packaging process. 

Apart from investing in this 
replacement, only a few months later 
an identical high-performance line was 
installed. The desired performance and 

the increase in capacity were decisive 
for the total investment. There 

is only one difference: The 
second oPTIMA lS high speed 
stacker / oS7 combination 
was additionally equipped 
with the full digital service 

package TCAM (separate report 
on page 12). As Claus Ullrich 

emphasized: “We see this as a future-
oriented aid and would like to develop this 
further in cooperation with optima. This is 
exactly what we understand as the terms of 
a partnership”.

FlAGSHIP TECHNoloGY: oPTIMA lS / oS7 + TCAM 
 

the Best for Baby diapers 
The OPTIMA LS high speed stacker had its premiere at Intigena GmbH & Co. 
KG (Eichenzell). Here it works in combination with OPTIMA OS7 stack-handling 
and bagger components. The company has now attained its highest output 
for baby diapers: a maximum of 1,000 products/min in the infeed (can be 
increased to 1,600/min). TCAM, the digital Industry 4.0 service system was 
also installed in one of two plant lines. The lines represent the leading edge of 
current technological possibilities in the packaging of nonwovens products.

at work

up to 1,600 products/min
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Premiere for linear drive technology
It is always exciting when a complete-

ly new type of unit assembly is taken into 
operation in the field for the first time, as 
in the case of the lS high speed stacker. 

Extensive tests were carried out in the 
development phase during which the 
product insertion from the converter into 
the packaging machine was realistically 
simulated. However, one disadvantage 
remains: With this test assembly only a 
small number of baby diapers can be fed 
to the packaging system. There was a 
little more tension when it came to com-
missioning: The diapers produced at the 
beginning showed tolerances that were 
outside the specifications. 

Although the optima Nonwovens 
development team was expecting stable 
processing, here too, there was a certain 

disquiet in the air… But after only a short 
time the packaging processes proved to 
be robust. When new deviations occurred 
during the diaper 
production after 
commissioning, 
this could be 
absorbed by the 
packaging system. Around 80 % of the 
products would otherwise have had to be 
rejected. various optimizing tasks were 
consequently carried out to the stacker. 
The huge vote of confidence in advance, 
without which such a project could not 
have been carried out, had paid off. 

The customer was very satisfied with 
the installation; for the way in which 
assembly was carried out, and because 
of the prompt start-up. Feedback was 
already positive following the first 

oPTIMA lS high speed stacker / oS7 
system: “All expectations were fulfilled. 
The machine was here in good time and 

was announced as 
ready-to-operate 
after only a few 
days. optima also 
supported us very 

well in the start-up phase of the whole 
line” said Claus Ullrich. 

The machine was ordered in July 2014 
and approved in the FAT at the beginning 
of March 2015. The FAT for the second 
line followed in July 2015. With the ex-
perience of the first installation, the time 
taken for commissioning the second line 
was reduced to one week. 

Format change on the fly
In operation, the company benefits 

from clearly reduced time required for 
format changes. The transport cassettes 
are adjusted accordingly for a change 
to a thicker or to a thinner diaper or a 
different product count. The transport 
cassettes are adjusted solely from the HMI 
and during production. during this time, 
the tightening function for stabilizing the 
products in the cassettes is maintained. 
Through this function the subsequent 
compression steps on the product are 
carried out more gently. 

The simplified format change has a 
noticeable positive influence on overall 
Equipment Efficiency (oEE), even when 
there is only one format change per shift. 
Many nonwovens companies however, 
report ever more frequent format 
changes and even four changes per shift 
are no longer rare.

The format parts must be changed 
only when the maximum or minimum 
range of the adjustment for a particular 
set of parts is exceeded. Around 15 
minutes are saved for a format changes 
that can be carried out via HMI instead of 
changing parts. Conversion of the whole 
machine line is therefore possible within 
15 minutes. Changing from the smallest 
to the largest format takes about 30 
minutes. Intigena runs one and two-row 
formats. Two-layer formats could be set up.

Feedback was  
already positive

No free-standing control cabinet,  
more space, faster installation

The entire machine line has control 
cabinets which are integrated into the 
cover panel. This therefore reduces the 
space requirement. Previously unused 
space, for example on the drive side, is 
now used for the control systems. The 
integrated control cabinets also lead to 
faster installation time. In particular, with 
this technology the number of leads 
to be connected is reduced. only the 
connecting leads between the individual 
line segments are separated and then 
brought together again for installation at 
the customer premises. The servo drives, 
for example, after initial assembly, do not 
need to be re-connected.

one special feature set up for Intigena 
is a common rejection of products 
that do not comply with the quality 
requirements. Such products from the 
production machine and from the stacker 
are transported to a container via central 
belts which run below the machine lines. 
Additionally, there is a reject, where 
products can be discharged for quality 
check (production speed up to 1,200 

products/min). In addition, the IS Band 
(Indication Status Band) is implemented 
throughout all functional areas of the 
whole packaging line. This Red dot award 
winning lEd Band helps the machine 
operator recognize more quickly on 
which part of the machine a fault has 
occurred. 

Claus Ullrich sums it up: “With 
optima and personnel we have enjoyed 
a faithful collaboration on the basis of 
a partnership for decades. In our joint 
projects, especially in the case of this 
technology premiere, this has proved 
once again to be of great benefit”.

mechatronic teamwork

oliver Rebstock, Commercial director 
optima Nonwovens reports that a total 
of six persons from the departments of 
development and Infant Care took part 
and all excelled in their work to bring 
success to the joint task.  

at work

Components and the packaging process: OPTIMA LS high speed stacker / OS7 

The stacker takes over the individual 
nonwovens products from the manufac-
turing machine section. The products are 
counted and standard sequences (counts) 
are formed. The oPTIMA lS high speed 
stacker provides the first compression 
process. A pusher transfers the separate 
product stacks to the handling unit. 

The handling assembly connects the 
stacker with the bagger. Here, the prepa-
red stacks are compressed again, turned 
round and as required, positioned either 
as layers or rows. Transport to the bagger.

The bagger: Foil bags are fed in and 
the product counts are forwarded to the 
main compression process. A pusher 
loads these product formations into a 
shuttle with which they can then be in-
serted into the bags. The bags are sealed 
and forwarded for further processing 
(secondary packaging).

Full speed ahead: up to 100 % increase in output for baby diapers  
and other larger nonwoven products.
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TCAT, the digital information tool
With TCAT the packaging lines are 

completely digitalized, comparable with 
a digital explosion drawing. Maintenance 
personnel can call up this virtual twin on 
a tablet or stationary PC, for example. 

This simplifies all operator processes 
on optima lines, especially with respect 
to servicing and operation. Instead of 

a time-consuming search in numerous 
paper files and manuals, the required 
information is now called up digitally. This 
also includes supplementary and interac-
tively-linked information such as circuit 
diagrams, alternate views and videos for 
the components and their function. There 
is a variety of search modes. 

 

TCAM = INdUSTRY 4.0 IN SERvICE 
 

strong in use 
Don’t search – find!

TCAM users benefit from interlinked, detailed and visualized 
information about their packaging line. With this and other  

TCAM functions, operation and servicing are more or less child’s play. 
Components of the system are presented in the current and  

in the following o-com issues.

Searching for information on machine components… 
With TCAT the servicing personnel have three search options at their disposal which can be applied according to the situation. 

	Via the interface / graphics

In the tablet or PC interface the 
service technician can access a 
graphic representation of the whole 
packaging line. From here, he can 
select the machine area in which the 
desired component can presumably 
be found. Modules, assemblies and 
then individual parts are displayed 
successively. Following this principle 
the user then moves deeper and 
deeper into the machine and reaches 
his target for example, a bag gripper, in 
the shortest time. 

	Via the options menu

The procedure via the drop-down 
list of the operator interface also 
leads to the target quickly. There 
are several levels of options under 
the appropriate designation. Firstly 
the part of the packaging line is 
selected, for example, “stacker”. The 
subsequent hierarchical levels move 
from modules to assemblies and then 
individual parts to guide the user to 
the component he is looking for.

	By QR code on the machine

The search via the scan function of 
the TCAM tablet is particularly easy 
and intuitive: QR codes are provided 
on the line at the various functional 
units. These lead the user directly to 
the virtually represented zone of the 
desired part. In this way too, all the 
desired information is made available.

TCAM is now operational in the first 
nonwovens lines in the USA and Ger-
many. TCAM stands for “Total Care Asset 
Management”. All new, digitally-based 

service functions come together under 
this term. The aim of TCAM is to increase 
line efficiency and at the same time to 
lower production costs. Components 

include the TCAT (Total Care Asset Tool) 
and the TCAP (Total Care Assessment 
Package). 

Focus: service Focus: service

TCAT screenshot of the packaging line featured on page 8.
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Focus: service

ENvIRoNMENT ANd PRodUCT PRoTECTIoN, CoNvENIENCE ANd – THE BRANd! 
 

revolution instead of  
evolution: inlinecan

Of course we are all used to the conventional means of packaging but 
sometimes it makes sense to question old habits. With the InlineCan solution, 
Optima Consumer once again provides the proof of its role as an experienced 

and successful development partner in industry. What can the InlineCan do? 
What can packaging do, and what must it do?

newly developed

Views and additional information

The part being searched for is now 
displayed on screen. The user can zoom 
in, examine all the details and rotate 
the 3d view in all directions. In the case 
of assemblies, the metal cladding can 
be virtually removed by mouse-click, 
revealing the inner structure so-to-speak 
through “X-ray vision”. 

A comprehensive world of 
information: Additional information is 
available only a mouse-click away. For 
example, assembly instructions for parts 
subject to wear or instructions for format 
or parameter changes can be called up 
on screen. The servicing personnel can 
switch to the machine circuit diagram 
at any time, and whisk to exactly the 
place in the circuit diagram where the 
called-up component part is located. 
Moreover, the maintenance schedules for 
the component parts can be interactively 
linked together with the (optional) 
function “Condition Monitoring”, which 
shows the current status of that part.

Another advantage: With the 
displayed identification numbers, 
ordering procedures for replacement 
parts are considerably simplified and mix-
ups practically excluded.

Preventive maintenance and 
simplified digital reports

In order for machines to be 
operated around the clock, a 
maintenance schedule is essential. 
With TCAT, digital servicing 
schedules are now available. These 
give servicing and maintenance 
employees a purposeful and 
structured test schedule that 
takes into account all the 
important points of the machine 
to be checked at regular intervals. 
Personnel enter the status of parts 
into the report simply via green, 
yellow or red selection buttons. 
Important supplementary 
information can be added in 
the text box. The system then 
compiles a test report on the basis 
of all the collected information. 

Points classified as critical (yellow) will 
be given particular attention in the next 
maintenance schedule. Points marked as 
red require immediate attention and are 
specially highlighted in the test report.  

Transparent, quick and intuitive 
tcat, the digital information tool
- Quickly find sought for components 
- Three-dimensional and interactive visualization
- Clear identification, for example, for replacement parts orders
-  Abundant information at a mouse-click: linkage beteween 

mechanical, pneumatic and electrical components and to the 
maintenance schedules 

tcaP, permanent monitoring of machine status
-  Assurance against unplanned machine downtime,  

automatic alarm
- Servicing and replacement parts strictly according to need
-  Advance planning of servicing work and  

replacement parts orders

The advantages of visualized  
information:

-  one tool interlinked to all the systems 
of the packaging line and information 
and data (real time) at the ready for all 
tasks.

-  Saves time in finding information, in 
identifying parts or providing aid

- lower costs for staff training
-  Even less experienced personnel 

can operate the machine lines 
competently and reliably.

Prospects: Condition Monitoring

TCAT is a component of TCAM. 
The second (optional) component 
comprises Condition Monitoring which 
automatically generates statements on 
future servicing requirements of the line 

(via sensors, among others) and, when 
necessary, sends out a warning ahead of 
time. TCAP – Condition Monitoring under 
TCAM – will be presented in the next 
edition of o-com. 

The response to TCAM has been 
overwhelming. Almost all companies 
which have used TCAM in operation will 
also install the service system.   

Fully detailed. Cowls can be easily removed  
in virtual space.
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newly developed

What products in the InlineCan?
Baby foods, sweets, snacks, cereals, 

coffee, tea, milk powder, dry pet foods and 
other dry products can be packed with 
the InlineCan system. The appropriate 
dosing systems are integrated according 
to the respective product. on the basis 

of calibrated weighing technology, 
dosing results are extremely accurate 
and thus reduce product giveaway to the 
minimum. The closed containers can be 
forwarded directly to the end packaging 
unit or for immediate use. 

Strong Cooperation
The manufacturing process of the 

InlineCan is based on the specialist compe-
tence of the machine manufacturers Hörauf 
and optima. Both companies provide lea-
ding technology and experience: Hörauf is 
specialized in the production of cardboard 

containers and optima in the filling and 
weighing of powders, granules and bulk 
products and in the respective closing of 
the packs. 

Product protection and convenience: 
This was the purpose of even the very first 
types of packaging, namely glued paper 
bags. Tomatoes did not get mixed up in 
the shopping basket with the cherries 
and neither cherries nor tomatoes stained 
the basket red if they got a bit squashed. 
Nowadays protective measures such as 
product gassing are standard in many 
types of packaging.

Packaging must also be as 
environmentally friendly as possible. In 
the history of packaging, this aspect is still 
relatively new but more and more, the 
consumer assesses products, packaging or 
companies on the basis of how these take 
responsibility towards the environment. 
The so-called “ecological footprint” plays 
an increasingly greater role, in particular 
with regards to packaging. 

In the best case, packs are also a brand 
component. Well-known examples of this: 
the Coca Cola bottle, the square Ritter-
Sport chocolate format, the Maggi bottle, 
Tic Tac box and many more. Their symbolic 
power is related to the brand packaging 
as an identity of form with recognition 
effect. At the PoS, packaging contributes 
significantly to the decision to purchase. 
Packaging is a (potential) marketing 
element, whether for a traditional brand, a 
new brand or a discount brand.

The InlineCan was conceived  
to be convincing in all criteria. 

InlineCans are cardboard “cans” that 
are produced, filled and closed all in one 
line process. This means that the pack 
is produced on the site of the product 
packing. If required, there is a complete 
process chain including end packaging: 
In other words without extra transport, 
intermediate storage and cleaning 
procedures. 

Marketing at POS: Numerous basic 
forms provide individuality and variety: 
The InlineCan can be produced in a four, 
six or eight-sided shape (respectively also 
with long sides). They can combine round 
and square forms. They can be made 
oval-shaped (and also circular). “Squared” 
by the way, always means with softened 
edges as the corners of the InlineCan are 
rounded as specified in the pack design.

The InlineCan stands for format 
diversity: The pack height remains 
flexible. Product families are therefore 
extremely easy. Changing the format 
is simple and quick as the basic form is 
identical. 

The InlineCan has a high-quality, 
exclusive appearance. The variations 
in terms of printing, embossing and 
finishing technology are immense. A 
selection: Metallizing, foil lamination in 
matt or gloss, partial or full surface, cold 
foil transfer, hot foil stamping or blind 
embossing – and a great variety of colors 
to choose from!

Convenience 
and Product 
Protection: 
The InlineCan 
provides 
the barrier 
properties 
required 
by sensitive 
products. 
Protective gassing 
and gas-tight 
closures are perfectly 
implemented. A pressure-relief 
valve, for example, can be used for 
coffee. Aroma is retained over a longer 
period of time. Easy to open, peel-off foil 
closures, for example, can be combined 
with “folding hinge” lids which can be 
re-closed. At the same time the InlineCan 
provides extremely good protection 
against the influence of external 
elements and is non-breakable.

Environment Impact: The significant 
feature of the InlineCan: It can be 
produced at the place of use: There is no 
longer any need to transport and store 
pre-made empty packs, only roll material. 
Up to 15,000 InlineCans can be produced 
from one roll. And here another 
comparison: Space requirements for 
1,000 pre-made cans is equivalent to the 
space requirement for the materials for 
30,000 InlineCans. With the introduction 
of InlineCan, the number of transports 
is reduced. Co

2 emissions are massively 

reduced over the long term, more or less 
by factor 30. 

The materials are lightweight 
and recyclable. At the same time the 
InlineCan provides extremely good 
pack stability with only minimum use of 
materials. The packaging material also 
has safe barrier properties.

Summary InlineCan: Marketing, 
product protection, convenience and 
ecology – Mission accomplished! The first 
orders received confirm the high market 
interest in the new InlineCan machine 
solution. Customers will be able to install 
the first InlineCan machine lines from the 
beginning of 2016.  

What do glass, metal cans, bag-in-box and stand-up pouches do?

In supermarkets one thing is obvious: 
None of the packaging stands out! only 
a few packs function according to the 
criteria of successful marketing at the PoS. 
The packaging should reflect the value 
of its contents and should stand out from 
the masses. Many brand names do not use 
this opportunity. It is interesting however, 
that many grocery discounters work 
successfully according to these principles.

There is a uniformity of form and format 
of the packaging. Take, for example, metal 
cans which are only different because of 
their different colors. or bag-in-box cartons 
such as those for breakfast cereals, which 
also present a quite conform picture. 
Simple stand-up pouches also hardly 
present a better picture. Glass containers 
could be designed more individually but 
(presumably for reasons of costs), only a few 
products make use of this. 

on the other hand, in terms of product 
protection and convenience, there are vast 
differences in packaging. only a few metal 
cans can be re-closed, many are difficult 

to open or leave protruding edges which 
are frequently razor-sharp. The protection 
they provide is good. Glass is heavy, 
breakable, not always easy to open but 
can be closed again. Bag-in-box and stand-
up pouch packaging is regarded as not 
very user-friendly and so it often happens 
that consumers transfer the content to 
a different container. This is something 
that no branded companies would wish 
for. Their product protection is normally 
appropriate for the packaged products.

In respect of environmental protection, 
the bag-in-box and stand-up pouches 
score points through their economical use 
of materials and convenient logistics. Glass 
has good recycling properties but this 
involves very high energy consumption 
in both the initial manufacture and 
in recycling. Metal packaging shows 
similar characteristics. For both materials 
the transport is detrimental to the 
environment. long transport routes for 
empty but nevertheless still comparatively 
heavy containers are simply no longer in 
keeping with our times.

Environmentally friendly

Efficient logisticsSu
sta

inable business
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PACkAGING TECHNoloGY FoR THE GloBAl MIlk PoWdER BooM 
 

white is the new gold

Mean value or minimum quantity?  
Or both?

In Europe (harmonized) packaging 
regulations and averaging control are 
in force. In China on the other hand, 
minimum quantity filling for each 
container is mandatory, especially 
because the market demands it and 
customers often then weigh the product 
themselves. Any shortfall is regarded here 
by consumers as an absolute “no go”. A 
brand where this happens would sooner 
or later risk heavy losses in sales. 

In the case of average controls the 
dosing precision can be optimized over 
the total quantity via the averaging 
method (taking into account defined 
tolerance limits per pack). A statistical 
evaluation of previously achieved dosing 
amounts is worthwhile and is the basis 
for subsequent ongoing calculations of 
optimum dosing quantities. This differs 
from the minimum quantity regulation: 
Here the optimum result must be 
achieved in every dosing procedure. 
A “minus” i.e. below the stated pack 
contents, is simply not accepted by the 
market. The minimum target weight must 
always be attained but at the same time 
with as little as possible excess. 

Minimum quantity per container or 
averaging controls – in both cases the 
milk powder producers aim to minimize 
the so-called “product giveaway”. 
Technically, a number of different 
optimizing procedures can be used, but 
these can all be implemented jointly in 
an optima machine. Companies such 
as Isigny Sainte Mère, which produce 
for global markets, are thus especially 
flexible. 

This process on the oPTIMA FS 
machine is known as “topping up”. As well 
as perfect implementation of minimum 
quantity regulation at average speed, 
(optionally) averaging control is carried 
out with high output. The oPTIMA FS 
works continually. For the operator this 
means high performance with a compact, 
single-lane, clearly arranged machine 
layout.

at work at work

… but only when packaging and dose filling systems play along. 
There is no question about it that milk producers and dairies profit 
from the internationally high demand for milk powder – insofar as 
they have suitable dosing and packaging systems at their disposal. 

Optima Consumer unites minimum quantity and mean value dosing 
in one machine, as required for a number of different markets, at 

high output rates. This can be shown in the example of the solution 
applied in the cooperative Isigny Sainte Mère.

Optima Consumer recognized the milk powder trend early on and 
invested in the development of technical systems. Two features stand out 
here: The hygienic design of the lines and the adaptability of weighing and 
dosing systems to the specific requirements of the international target 
markets.

Topping up perfectly fulfills  
the minimum quantity.

Milk powder 
– current trends:
 Highest precision
 Cleanability (hygienic design)
  New containers as alternative  

to metal cans
 Convenience
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“topping up” 
function for Asian markets

In the oPTIMA FS the containers are 
forwarded by feeding screw to the first 
check weigher. This determines the tare 
weight of the containers. Containers are 
then taken over by a star wheel where 
two auger dosing systems are installed 
(for high performance). Each of these 
two pre-dosers apportions the majority 
of the final fill quantity. This happens 
on-the-fly and regardless of high product 
quantities, the auger dosers are in a 
position to fill the milk powder into the 

containers in the shortest time - so short 
that the machine runs continuously 
without stopping. For dust-free filling the 
containers are lifted during dosing and 
their entire time in the carousel. dosing 
unit and containers are thus almost 
completely sealed such that the machine 
remains largely free from stray product. 

The containers are then forwarded via 
another feeding screw to intermediate 
weighing. Taking into account the tare 

weight, the weight needed for topping 
up in respect of the minimum quantity 
is calculated. This “topping up” function 
is taken over by a third auger filler in 
the line. only a few percent of the total 
weight is added here in continuous 
transport. The gross weight scales show 
in the end whether the required amount 
of milk powder is really in the container. 
Containers with a faulty weight are 
rejected as appropriate at the last station 
and those with good control results are 
forwarded to the clincher and flanger.

at work at work

Hygienic design  
and more

About three years ago when optima 
recognized the need for portioning and 
packaging machines for milk powder, 
the machine concepts were optimized in 
respect of hygienic design. The materials 
used, and in particular those in contact 
with the product, were carefully selected; 
as far as possible no screws were used 
and the system was converted to single-
core wiring. 

optima deliberately decided on auger 
dosers for the portioning process because 
of the many different types of milk 
powder which are processed these days: 
from fine powders to granulate, from low 
fat to full fat. The essential advantage of 
auger fillers is that they can process over 
90 % of the milk powder products. 

Customer requirements are diverse, 
not only in respect of the dosing system. 
There are also a number of answers to 
the question of whether it would be 
better to invest in a modular machine 
system such as oPTIMA MPS, which can 
be individually adapted with additional 
process functions such as container 
cleaning, gassing, topping-up, membrane 
sealing, scoop inserts, leaflet inserts etc., 
or in a standard machine oPTIMA FS. 
optima offers both variants: The standard 
machine FS also has both dosing process 
functions. It is made in small series, has 
a price advantage and is more readily 
available.

Capsules, complete line, InlineCan… Increasing variability

The market for milk powder remains 
exciting. New trends can be seen 
especially in the packaging materials. 
Previously, the round metal can held 
first place as the most popular form of 
packaging for milk powder but meanwhile, 
lighter and more flexible containers are 
steadily increasing their share. 

dairy companies have discovered the 
marketing potential of individual shapes 
and sizes of container at the PoS as well 
as the convenience factor, for example 
when a portioning scoop is added to the 
pack. Benefits in terms of logistics and 
warehousing are also a further argument 
for alternative solutions. Sometimes the 
containers should also be additionally 
closed with foil. All this has an influence 
on machine concepts. More and more 
often, enquiries for a complete line are 
preferred, which optima offers extremely 
successfully in collaboration with 
cooperation partners, such as the danish 

company Jorgensen (www.milk-powder-
packaging.com).  

The InlineCan also represents a 
new and extremely interesting form of 
packaging. This new type of container 
combines form and format diversity with 
advantages in warehousing and logistics. 
The top quality, hygienic cardboard cans 
are produced from the roll, directly at the 
site of their use. Further information can 
be found in this o-com on page 15.

The spectrum of machines that optima 
has already implemented for milk powder 
ranges from the high-performance 
capsule machine for portion packs 
through to large containers with up to 
900 g content. line machine speeds begin 
at 50 containers/min and reach up to  
300/min for average container sizes and 
for capsules even up to 1,500 capsules/min. 
The boom is here, and so is the technology 
to deal with it.  

Production at Isigny Sainte Mère (France): Minimum quantity + 1.3 g
At Isigny Sainte Mère doses ranging 

from 400 to 900 g are filled into metal 
cans. Format changes are carried out in 
maximum 30 minutes. only a few manual 
movements are necessary, no tools are 
required. very quickly the transport 
screws and two more format parts are 
exchanged. The quick change of format 
is of course an essential contributing 
factor to the operational efficiency of 
the machine: The same performance 
could also be attained by a synchronized 
system but then with multi-lane 
assembly. In this case a format change 
would be more complicated, cleaning 
work then also more extensive and the 
space requirement would be higher in 
comparison. 

Filling precision: For filling to 
minimum quantity, a mean value for 
overfilling of between 0.05 and 3.9 g is 

contractually agreed with the milk powder 
producer. In actual fact one of the first 
evaluations for a product at Isigny Sainte 
Mère resulted in an average overfilling 
of only 1.3 g. In practice, therefore the 
agreed values were far surpassed. In 
this process the performance was max. 
150 containers/min. Pascal Soudais 
(Manager dry Products & New Products, 
Isigny Sainte Mère, France) reports: “For 
the international markets for which we 
produce our baby milk powder products 
we were looking for a solution which 
would enable compliance with the 
different applicable local regulations 
in respect of dosing accuracy. With the 
solution from optima we are today in 
a position to produce with optimum 
weight for every market. Measured values 
confirm this. data determined in actual 
production are again clearly better than 
the contractually agreed values”. 

If the operating company wishes 
to change from the minimum quantity 
regulation to averaging control, the 
conversion takes place exclusively on the 
control panel. With the existing dosing 
and weighing system, an output of 
more than 130 cans per minute with the 
900 g format and more than 220 cans 
per minute with 400 g format can be 
achieved. The mean value of overfilling 
is now around 0.1 to 0.3 g, based on 
the format of the container. In the first 
instance it could be assumed that it 
would make sense to use the average 
control process also for minimum 
quantity regulation and thus by adjusting 
the target weight higher as required. 
However, because of the broader 
dispersion of this process the product 
give-away over the long term would be 
too high and this procedure becomes 
uneconomical.

convincing
In the last three years optima 

Consumer has sold machine lines in 
double-digit numbers: optima provides 
the solutions which absolutely convince 
the milk powder producers. Pascal 
Soudais (Manager dry Products & New 

Products, Isigny Sainte Mère, France) 
states: “The selection of packaging 
lines was not easy for our company. 
We wanted a machine with high 
performance, hygienic properties and the 
ability to adapt in compliance with the 

various applicable stipulations. We found 
the right solution in the user-definable 
weighing system. Production data speak 
for themselves and these are even better 
than the manufacturer promised.”

market For milk Powder
In the recent past the market for milk 

powder was influenced by a number of 
factors: a steadily increasing demand 
over the years, especially from Asia, 
then serious dairy product scandals 
in China and New Zealand (the Saudi 
Arabia of milk production) and European 

producers, with the consequence that 
they could hardly meet the demand. 
due to stock levels in 2014 the global 
milk powder prices first declined again 
as consumption continued to rise. 
Price forecasts for 2015 and 2016 are 
inconsistent. It is furthermore a fact that 

milk powder is a very expensive product 
for the consumer, especially in the form 
of baby food. It is therefore even more 
worthwhile for the producer to convert 
the available milk powder in into saleable 
products the best possible way.
Source: Reuters / agrimoney / USDA

Containers are lifted during filling. The machine remains virtually dust-free.
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Perfect for promotional 
campaigns: Now 

for the first time, with 
OPTIMA Inserter, there 

is an aggregate available 
that automatically packs an 
additional, smaller pack into 

the primary packaging. This is 
always placed in the vicinity of 

the perforation of the prime 
pack. In this way, when the 

consumer opens the pack he 
immediately finds the product 

test sample. This fully-
automated efficient process 
for new insertions is ideally 

suitable for product sets 
such as diapers and wet 

wipes. 

newly developed newly developed

Flexibility in sales 
and promotion channels 

also assumes flexibility in packaging 
processes: The mobile inserter is 

integrated as a module in the line 
upstream of the bag filling station 

oPTIMA oS7 bagger. Connection 
of the mobile module is assured 
and easily undertaken. This 
can be done by the machine 
operator in less than 15 
minutes. Transport of the 
inserter to the production hall 
is also simple; the assembly 
can be transported on a 
wheeled trolley.

The supply of electrical 
energy and compressed air 
to the inserter module is 
carried out via the oPTIMA 
packaging line which functions 

as the “mother machine” for 
the inserter. The design of the 

connections supports the idea of 
a mobile module that can be used 

as required on various lines. once 
the inserter is completely connected, 

the “mother machine” recognizes it as 
an integrated module which can thus 
be operated automatically via the HMI 
(operator Panel) of the packaging line. 
This totally complies with the idea of an 
integrated packaging line. 

Function procedures: The inserter 
integrated in the oPTIMA oS7 receives 
the pre-packed products via conveyor 
belt in order to integrate them into 
the packaging process of the oS7. In 
principle, the product samples are fed to 
the oS7 in a standing (vertical) position. 
This is the position in which they can 
be found later in the sales pack. As an 
option therefore, the scope of the inserter 
module can be supplemented by a 
setting-upright function. 

The promotion packs reach a lift in 
the inserter via a small collection zone. 
After separation, individual promotion 
packs are transported upward to the 
level of processing on the oS7. Here, the 
products for insertion meet up with the 
main product arrangement and are fixed 
in position. The additional insert unit is 
now put into the bag and sealed.

With the inserter, optima offers the 
ideal addition to the oPTIMA oS7 bagger. 
Current oS7 versions can be prepared 
for the inserter before leaving the works. 
Retrofitting is also possible. The time 
taken for this depends on the respective 
machine model. output achieved with 
the inserter in combination with the oS7 
bagger is 30 packs per minute.  

NEW: CRoSS-SEllING MAdE EASY
oPERAToR ERRoRS EXClUdEd 
 

new: rFid for safe format change

Cross Selling is an economical and 
effective way of drawing the consumer’s 
attention to other items in the product 
portfolio. To date however, there were 
always two limitations in the nonwovens 
area: Product samples had to be applied 

by hand, and sample packs were mostly 
attached to the outside of the primary 
pack with double sided adhesive tape. 
This meant that the packaging was more 
vulnerable to damage or theft and further 
processing stages such as palletizing 

were more difficult. These restrictions 
now belong to the past. The optima 
inserter provides the new, automated and 
efficient processing solution.

more inside!
The trend is quite clear: Format changes are required 
more and more frequently in Nonwovens packaging 
processes. Not only the broad diversity of packaging 
calls for this but also feedback from customers 
conveys the same need. A perfect format change is 
thus ever more important.

Faster format changes in the 
machines are not the only critical 
criteria. Under some circumstances it is 
even more important that the changes 
are carried out absolutely correctly. A 
wrongly installed format part or module 
can have severe consequences. This could 
lead to product rejects whereby valuable 
production is lost and in the worst case, 
there is such damage to the machine that 
expensive repair and lengthy downtime 
are the result. 

RFId technology provides an 
automated protection level in the 
machine line for a manageable cost and 
effort. For this, optima has developed 
a system that fulfils the special 
requirements of packaging machine 
construction. The fact is that standard 
RFId is not compatible with the metallic 
environment of production machines. 
New, adapted systems on the other hand, 
function only in a metallic environment.

FORMAT PARTS: CHECK IN

The function principle: A so-called 
“RFId Tag” is glued on to all modules and 
format parts which are changeable. This 
contains the information on the format 
part. When a format change is called up 
on the HMI, the software compares the 
required data with the data received from 
the RFId tag of the changed part. If these 
are compliant then the machine starts. 
If not, i.e. if there is a discrepancy, then 
instead a warning signal is given.

The component parts of an RFId 
system require not only the tag, but also 
a reader and antennae. The antennae 
correspond with the tags: information 
is transmitted and received. Experience 
shows that only four antennae are 
needed for a large and complex machine 
line. The antennae in turn are connected 
with the reader which processes the 
signals and forms the interface with the 
PlC of the machine and the HMI. 

The whole system uses Ethernet for 
data transfer, such that cabling can be 
undertaken quickly and easily. The system 
is configured via a newly developed 
graphic user interface, without the need 
for an additional PC at the machine. 
The RFId tags do not require their own 
power supply. The energy contained in 
the electromagnetic alternating field 
is sufficient and taken up by induction. 
Installation requires a little precision work 
in placing and positioning the antennae 
in order to achieve reliable transmission 
of signals to and from the tags.

Fast stays fast The system does not influence the 
speed of the machine line. This remains 
unchanged and consistently high. And 
vice versa, the high processing speeds of 

the machines have no influence on the 
RFId system. This is only necessary when 
the machine is started up but not during 
the continuous production operation. 
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Focus: company 

In any company the ultimate goal is always zero errors. 
At the same time everyone knows that this goal is not 
always possible to attain. In the field of special machine 
engineering it is often replacement parts that provide 
an opportunity for potential improvement. Optima has 
taken up this topic and has developed a specific ERP 
solution which now provides a competitive advantage

From the engineering phases through 
to the end of lifetime use, modifications 
are standard fare in the field of special 
machine construction. These affect elect-
ronics, mechanics and software. The who-

le purpose of special machine enginee-
ring is to provide customized solutions. 
Further development and optimization 
of such machine types is therefore never 
totally completed, either because of new 

ideas or wishes for modifications on the 
part of the user or through improvements 
initiated within the company. 

on the one hand, customers are 
assured customized application solutions 
and the latest state of technology but 
on the other hand there is potential for 
error. This can have negative influence on 
future repairs and deliveries of replace-
ments for parts subject to wear. This is a 
problem that often occurs in the field of 
special machine engineering. How can 
this situation be changed? Exactly for this 
reason, optima has developed and intro-
duced a Change Management Procedure.

GloBAl CHANGE MANAGEMENT PREMIERE 
 

replacement Parts with structure  

Background
Structural modifications undertaken 

by the packaging machine engineers 
are firstly reflected in CAd. However, 
there is in fact a close connection 
with the ERP system. All modifications 
will trigger ERP processes as a logical 
consequence. Since these are complex, 
only an automated solution can ensure 
that in the end faultless part deliveries 
reach their destination. In order to 
achieve this target, in June 2014, optima 
set up a central Project Group which has 
dealt exclusively with tasks involved in 
“Change”. 

“Interference” in a running ERP system 
can be tricky, and major interventions, as 
was the case here, can be compared with 
open-heart surgery. A similar experience 

amongst other companies and external 
consultants did not yet exist. Moreover, 
modified organizational procedures 
must also come into force globally and 
with appropriate training in order to be 
effective.

 

Implementation 
achieved! 

March 2015 saw the roll-out of the 
new functionality of the implemented 
ERP system. Today throughout the entire 
optima Group there is an electronically 
controlled workflow which begins with 
an application for change in the system 
and specifies a maximum decision period 

for such application. If the change is 
accepted, this effects all drawings docu-
ments, parts lists, project documentation 
and other documents. In the ERP software 
all the procedures and decision scenarios 
are exactly illustrated and specified as ob-
ligatory. At the same time there is internal 
transparency of persons involved in the 
procedure. 

From March to the end of July no less 
than 10,000 cases have been processed 
by optima worldwide in accordance with 
this new system. Changes introduced to 
date include current projects in construc-
tion, installation or operation.

Acknowledgement in the audit
There has already been positive 

feedback from the manufacturers. As 
is quite customary these days, optima 
is evaluated in audits by potential 
customers. The installed ERP solution is 
always a great plus. At present it is the 
only known solution in the market that 
guarantees the operator security to such 
an extent.

the example of the camera system
In many packaging machines camera 

systems are used for inspection pur-
poses. A company already works with 
a preferred manufacturer which has, 
however, not yet been used at optima. 
The customer would like to have the 
preferred manufacturer in his new opti-
ma machine. Another situation could be 

that a camera manufacturer, previously a 
leader in the technical field, has recently 
been replaced by another manufacturer. 
optima decides that in future, preference 
shall be given to improved technology. In 
both cases this change has an effect on 
the software, hardware, mechanics and 
geometries of the system. By means of 
Change Management, all necessary chan-
ges are systematically synchronized in the 
documents. This provides the greatest 
possible assurance for the entire life cycle 
of a line.  

central  
advantages

  All machine documentation 
always has up-to-date, 
correct status (“as delivered” 
or “as maintained”) 

  Parts deliveries (modules, 
replacement parts or wear 
parts) are always suitable for 
the customized version of a 
line

  Simplified procedures with 
time and cost benefits

oPtima change management 
Electronically controlled workflow

Documentation

Change 

Verification and overview of all implications

ERP + CAD

Change completed
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ISS SPACE STATIoN  
 

espresso in space 

Panorama

the iss: the biggest man-made object in the earth’s orbit

The espresso machine with the name 
“ISSpresso” is a masterpiece of technology 
and was designed especially 
for space travel by two 
Italian companies. 
Engineers of 
the company 
Argotec and the 
coffee experts 
of the lavazza 
Company developed 
and optimized 
a device which 
works even under the 
extremely difficult conditions 
in outer space. Special capsules are used 
in the brewing process which, like the 
rest of the machine, must also meet the 
safety requirements of the Italian Space 
Agency. 

The coffee capsules were produced 
on an oPTIMA CFl 2-8 machine at 
lavazza. The optima machine was not 
modified for the production of the 
capsules. Because of its flexibility the 
parameters for closing with a membrane 
could be configured such that the 
capsules have an especially tight seal. 

They can withstand a particularly low 
external pressure without bursting. In this 
case the seal must be extremely secure 

and long lasting. during the 
portioning process, oxygen 

from the air must first be 
reliably extracted in order 
to guarantee enjoyment of 

good aromatic coffee even 
under the difficult conditions in 
space.

more than just a Pr story
The ISS expeditions 42 and 43, 

on which the flight engineer Samantha 
Cristoforetti took part, lasted from 10th 
November 2014 to 11th June 2015. The 
Italian astronaut was in space for a total 
of 199 days. This makes her the new 
record-holder amongst women in orbit 
for the uninterrupted period. 

For the lavazza Company the 
shipment of machines and capsules into 
space was a fantastic PR success. Media 
all over the world reported it. Behind this 
“story“, however, there is in fact more 
psychological momentum than many 
would have thought: According to NASA 

deputy Program Manager, dan Hartman, 
the idea was that the astronauts, some of 
whom spent over a year in orbit around 
the earth, should be able to feel a little 
at home. After all, ISS crews already 
had e-mail connections, were able to 
make telephone calls or private contact 
per video chat as well as watching live 
broadcasts of news and sports events. 
Sometimes even ice-cream was sent out 
to the space station. 

The psychological pressure, which 
is anyway already extreme, increased 
dramatically during ISS expeditions 
42 and 43 when, first in April and then 
in June, unmanned space freighters 
crashed. The freighters were carrying 
oxygen, foodstuffs and urgently needed 
supplies for scientists aboard the ISS. 
According to the US space agency, 
NASA, supplies on the ISS would have 
been sufficient until the end of october. 
Nevertheless, the delight of the ISS 
crew was enormous after the successful 
docking maneuver which followed the 
series of mishaps. As one of the crew 
members expressed it: "This is like 
Christmas in July".  

How long can an 
Italian last without their 
national beverage? The 
risk involved in solving 
this question as a “space 
experiment” was perhaps 
too great for the ASI, The 
Italian Space Agency. 
For her mission in April 
2015 the Italian Astronaut 
Samantha Cristoforetti 
was provided with 
the first ever espresso 
machine of space-proof 
quality.  

About the  
International  
Space Station

International  
Space Station

Further information:

Since November 20, 1998 the 
ISS space station has been under 
construction in modular sections. It 
will continue being extended and 
operated until at least the year 2020. 

Today already it has the span of the final 
expansion stage: 109 meters. The final 
weight will be 455 tons. The ISS is a joint 
project of the US American NASA, the 
Russian space agency Roskosmos, the 

European space agency ESA, and the 
space agencies of Canada (CSA) and 
Japan (JAXA).
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Goals

Panorama

Mr. Cobot, not all readers know you 
yet. Perhaps you would like to introduce 
yourself?

Yes, of course. My species is really 
quite new. We are characterized by the 
fact that we work together directly with 
people and can support them. This is 
where our name comes from – we are 
collaborating robots, thus “Cobots”. We 
make sure that nothing happens to 
people in our vicinity. And so we do not 
have to be confined. We have been in use 
since 2014 at optima Nonwovens. 

So, you are at the start of your career. 
Are you really totally involved already?

I can do some things 
extremely well. 
When we carry out 
tests, for example 

placing diaper packs 
on a conveyor belt, then I am at least as 
quick as a human. My human colleagues 
don’t have to do this repetitive work and 
can therefore concentrate more on the 
packaging machines that they conceive 
and develop. But on closer consideration, 
I must say that hanging a stack of bags 
ready for the feeder module is not always 
easy. Especially when many of them are 
next to one another or on top of one 
another and I don’t always know which 
ones I should take.

Is your construction design rather 
complicated?

With all due respect, no – the 
opposite is true! I just need to be shown 
what to do, simply by moving my arms 
and pressing three buttons and that’s it! I 
ask you, what is complicated about that?

Sorry, but when we look at you … 
are you not a bit of a weakling?

At the moment I can’t pick up more 
than 2.5 kg but then again, that is usually 
enough for most operations. otherwise I 
can call my big brother. He goes to body 
building and so he can lift a lot more.

And have you ever injured anyone? 
It’s okay, you can tell me…

Me? of course not! Sometimes I 
touch but it doesn’t hurt and then I stop 

immediately. This is the concept.

Why are there not more of you, maybe 
in other companies?

I think that this is because people 
want to find out first of all what all my 
strengths are and where these can be put 
to best use. And also, the world of people 
is extremely complicated. There are 
norms and regulations for everything, but 
not yet for Cobots. Presumably people 
are still waiting so as not to do anything 
wrong. The norm standards are currently 
being worked on.

What was your best experience to 
date?

This was definitely at the FachPack. 
Here I filled an auger doser with powder 
over and over again. It was really quite 

easy but everyone was most enthusiastic. 
I was just worried that someone might 
take me home.

How do you get on with your 
colleagues?

very well. Most of them are already 
technology buffs and so we understand 
one another completely.

How do you see your future?
difficult question. our evolution is of 

course still at the beginning but already 
my generation can bring about many 
useful things. All in all I would say that 
you are going to hear more and more 
good things about us Cobots. 

New technology, a future vision - Cobots. How 
do these Cobots work together with people 
and what tasks can they take over? Let’s now 

assume that the Cobot can answer these 
questions himself …  

CAPABlE oF lEARNING ANd CoNSIdERATE 
 

interview with a  
cobot 

To collect experiences of a new 
technology as early as possible – this is 
what it is all about in the first instance for 
the use of the optima Cobots. The central 
questions are: Where does it make sense 
to use the Cobot and where not? What 
must be the framework conditions? Whe-
re, for example, can the Cobot be used 
for the feed-in of raw material? What can 
be partially automated at what financial 
investment?

The simplest way to put a Cobot to 
use is to work with ready-made soft-
ware. More complicated tasks however, 
can also be carried out via conventional 
programming, programming through a 
teach-in process. For example moving 
the arm to position 1, then to position 2, 
then adding an action such as “gripper 
open”, “gripper closed”. In this way there 
is then an order of sequence of positions 
and actions. In addition it is also specified 

what is to be carried out at the same time 
or what in order of sequence by the arms. 

At the moment the Cobot is still in 
fact more of a “teaching system” but 
already today there is a very high level 
of flexibility achievable through simple 
programming. Further stages of develop-
ment are planned to bring improvements 
in visual programming and for an increa-
se in work load. Higher speeds and more 

freedom degrees are also conceivable for 
the future.  
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Focus: service

NEWS FRoM CoNSUMER SERvICE 
 

tool equipment container  
and quickly exchanged parts

Machines with intelligent solutions 
presented by optima on the joint trade 
fair stand “Packaging valley”: These 
included an oPTIMA Moduline, already 
known from the Siemens stand at the 
Hannover Trade Fair 2015 when German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel was presented 

with a personalized perfume “Angela’s 
dream”. The extensively overhauled 
latest generation oPTIMA CFl offers 
substantially increased production 
efficiency for portion packs. Also: an 
oPTIMA Sd2 best auger dosing machine 
was supplied with packaging containers 

by a "Cobot". The Cobot was integrated 
into a multi-stage sequence, and 
initiated the dosing cycle by pushing a 
button. This demonstrated how current 
technologies can also be implemented in 
oPTIMA's manufacturing process.  

RETRoSPECT FACHPACk 2015 
 

made in Packaging valley

Ideas that make working 
with Optima machines 
easier and more 
efficient: The new tool 
container and the 24-
hour exchange program 
for cutting and sealing 
tools for coffee pads and 
capsules.

The right tool in the right place! 
And right now: the Consumer Service 
Team has a new transportable bearing 
and tool container for use at customer 
premises. The 
Tool Equipment 
Container is 
3 × 2.20 m 
in size and is 
used for major 
conversion work and commissioning jobs. 
It provides plenty of storage space to 
keep special tools and materials.

Thanks to its compact dimensions the 
container provides a lot of storage space 
but needs only a small floor space. With 
an integrated work bench and power 
supply the container can also be used as 
a mobile workshop. It is transported by 
HGv. From February to September 2015 
it has been in use for the first time at a 
leading food company.

Cutting and Sealing Tools in 24 hours

Cutting and sealing tools for portion 
packs in machine lines are parts subject 
to wear. If these are replaced in good time 
they ensure consistently high packaging 
quality, regardless of processing speed. 

For sealing heads, optima Consumer 
offers a general overhaul. This includes 
cleaning and substitution of parts subject 
to wear and tear within the sealing head 
and a functional test of the renewed and 
updated sealing heads. The cost savings 
are 50 % compared to the new price. 
optima gives a 12-month guarantee on 
generally overhauled parts. 

With respect to the blades, these need 
to be replaced and are delivered as a set 
by optima Consumer at a reasonable 
price. They are manufactured as top-
quality products at the latest state of 
technology. Transport is by means of a 
special container and after the order is 
received, blades and sealing heads are 
delivered within 24 hours. The cost of 
warehousing replacement parts is thus 
kept to the minimum.  

a lot of storage space  
in a small floor space

4
Exhibits

43,000
Visitors 13

Exhibitors

1,200 m²
booth

Fairs

200 m²
booth
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15 minutes 
for format changes

Up to 1,600  
products/min

prompt 
start-up

High  
overall equipment  

efficiency (OEE)

industry 4.0  
in service

Low  
space requirement


